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VerifyML: Obliviously Checking Model Fairness
Resilient to Malicious Model Holder

Guowen Xu, Xingshuo Han, Gelei Deng, Tianwei Zhang, Shengmin Xu, Jianting Ning, Anjia Yang,
Hongwei Li

Abstract—In this paper, we present VerifyML, the first secure inference framework to check the fairness degree of a given Machine
learning (ML) model. VerifyML is generic and is immune to any obstruction by the malicious model holder during the verification process.
We rely on secure two-party computation (2PC) technology to implement VerifyML, and carefully customize a series of optimization
methods to boost its performance for both linear and nonlinear layer execution. Specifically, (1) VerifyML allows the vast majority of
overhead to be performed offline, thus meeting the low latency requirements for online inference. (2) To speed up offline preparation,
we first design novel homomorphic parallel computing techniques to accelerate the authenticated Beaver’s triple (including matrix-vector
and convolution triples) generation procedure. It achieves up to 1.7× computation speedup and gains at least 10.7× less communication
overhead compared to state-of-the-art work. (3) We also present a new cryptographic protocol to evaluate the activation functions of
non-linear layers, which is 4×–42× faster and has > 48× less communication than the existing 2PC protocol against malicious parties.
In fact, VerifyML even beats the state-of-the-art semi-honest ML secure inference system! We provide a formal theoretical analysis for
VerifyML security and demonstrate its performance superiority on mainstream ML models including ResNet-18 and LeNet.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Machine learning (ML) systems are increasingly being
used to inform and influence people’s decisions, with al-
gorithmic outcomes that can have powerful implications
for individuals and society. For instance, automated ML
tools are often used to calculate personal loan default
risks. This approach speeds up the decision-making pro-
cess significantly. However, as with any decision-making
algorithm, there is a tendency to provide accurate results
for the majority, which can leave certain individuals
and minority groups at a disadvantage [1], [44]. This
problem is widely defined as the unfairness of the ML
model, which often stems from inherent human bias in
the training samples. A trained ML model can amplify
this bias, causing discriminatory decisions about certain
groups and individuals.

The unfairness of ML models is not limited to financial
risk control but is present in every corner of society. One
prime example is COMPAS [20], an automated software
used in US courts to assess the likelihood of criminals
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reoffending. An investigation of the software reveals a
bias against African-Americans, with COMPAS having a
higher false positive rate for African-American offenders
than white criminals due to incorrect risk estimation.
Similar decision biases can be found in other real-world
applications, including childcare systems [7], employ-
ment matching [36], AI chatbots, and ad-serving algo-
rithms [17]. As mentioned earlier, these unfair decisions
result from neglected biases and discrimination hidden
in data and algorithms.

To alleviate the above problems, a series of recent
works [4], [26], [34], [35], [37] have proposed for for-
malizing measures of fairness for classification models,
as well as their variants, in aim to provide instructions
for verifying the fairness of a given model. Several
evaluation tools have also been released that facilitate
automated checks for discriminatory decisions in a given
model. For example, Aequitas [39] as a toolkit provides
testing of models against several bias and fairness met-
rics corresponding to different population subgroups. It
feeds back test reports to developers, researchers and
governments to assist them in making conscious de-
cisions to avoid tending to harm specific population
groups. IBM also offers a toolkit AI Fairness 360 [3],
which aims to bringing fairness research algorithms to
the industrial setting, creating a benchmark where all
fairness algorithms can be evaluated, and providing an
environment for researchers to share their ideas.

Existing efforts in theory and tools have led the entire
research community to work towards unbiased verifica-
tion of the ML model fairness. However, existing verifi-
cation mechanisms either require to white-box access the
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target model or require clients to send queries in plain-
text to the model holder, which is impractical as it incurs
a range of privacy concerns. Specifically, model holders
are often reluctant to disclose model details because
training a commercial model requires a lot of human
cost, resources, and experience. Therefore, ML models, as
precious intellectual property rights, need to be properly
protected to ensure the company’s competitiveness in
the market. On the other hand, the queries that clients
used to test model fairness naturally contain sensitive
information, including loan records, disease history, and
even criminal information. These highly private data
should clearly be guaranteed confidentiality throughout
the verification process. Hence, these requirements for
privacy raises a challenging but meaningful question:

Can we design a verification framework that only returns
the fairness of the model to the client and the parties cannot
gain any private information?

We materialize the above question to a scenario where
a client interacts with the model holder to verify the
fairness of the model. Specifically, before using the target
model’s inference service, the client sends a set of queries
for testing fairness to the model holder, which returns
inference results to the client enabling it to locally eval-
uate how fair the model is. In such a scenario, the client
is generally considered to be semi-honest since it needs
to evaluate the model correctly for subsequent service.
The model holder may be malicious, it may trick the
client into believing that the model is of high fairness by
arbitrarily violating the verification process. A natural
solution to tackle such concerns is to leverage state-of-
the-art generic 2PC tools [6], [22], [24] that provide ma-
licious security. It guarantees that if either entity behaves
maliciously, they will be caught and the protocol aborted,
protecting privacy. However, direct grafting of standard
tools incurs enormous redundant overhead, including
heavy reliance on zero-knowledge proofs [12], tedious
computational authentication and interaction [16] (see
Section 3 for more details).

To reduce the overhead, we propose VerifyML, a 2PC-
based secure verification framework implemented on the
model holder-malicious threat model. In this model, the
client is considered semi-honest but the model holder
is malicious and can arbitrarily violate the specification
of the protocol. We adaptively customize a series of
optimization methods for VerifyML, which show much
better performance than the fully malicious baseline. Our
key insight is to move the vast majority of operations to
the client to bypass cumbersome data integrity verifica-
tion and reduce the frequency of interactions between
entities. Further, we design highly optimized methods
to perform linear and nonlinear layer functions for ML,
which brings at least 4−40× speedup compared to state-
of-the-art techniques. Overall, our contributions are as
follows:

• We leverage the hybrid combination of HE-GC to
design VerifyML. In VerifyML, the execution of ML’s

linear layer is implemented by homomorphic encryp-
tion (HE) while the non-linear layer is performed
by the garbled circuit (GC). VerifyML allows more
than 95% of operations to be completed in the offline
phase, thus providing very low latency in the online
inference phase. Actually, VerifyML’s online phase
even beats DELPHI [32], the state-of-the-art scheme
for secure ML inference against only semi-honest
adversaries.

• We design a series of optimization methods to re-
duce the overhead of the offline stage. Specifically,
we design new homomorphic parallel computation
methods, which are used to generate authenticated
Beaver’s triples, including matrix-vector and convo-
lution triples, in a Single Instruction Multiple Data
(SIMD) manner. Compared to existing techniques,
we generate triples of matrix-vector multiplication
without any homomorphic rotation operation, which
is very computationally expensive compared to oth-
er homomorphic operations including addition and
multiplication. Besides, we reduce the communica-
tion complexity of generating convolution triples (aka
matrix multiplication triples) from cubic to quadratic
with faster computing performance.

• We design computationally-friendly GC to perform
activation functions of nonlinear layers (mainly Re-
LU). Our key idea is to minimize the number of ex-
pensive multiplication operations in the GC. Then, we
use the GC as a one-time pad to simplify verifying the
integrity of the input from the server. Compared to the
state-of-the-art works, our non-linear layer protocol
achieves at least an order of magnitude performance
improvement.

• We provide formal theoretical analysis for VerifyML
security and demonstrate its performance superiori-
ty on various datasets and mainstream ML models
including ResNet-18 and LeNet. Compared to state-
of-the-art work, our experiments show that VerifyM-
L achieves up to 1.7× computation speedup and
gains at least 10.7× less communication overhead
for linear layer computation. For non-linear layers,
VerifyML is also 4×–42× faster and has > 48× lesser
communication than existing 2PC protocol against
malicious parties. Meanwhile, VerifyML demonstrates
an encouraging online runtime boost by 32.6× and
32.2× over existing works on LeNet and ResNet-
18, respectively, and at least an order of magnitude
communication cost reduction.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Threat Model

We consider a secure ML inference scenario, where a
model holder P0 and a client P1 interact with each other
to evaluate the fairness of the target model. In such a
model holder-malicious threat model, P0 holds the model
M while the client owns the private test set used to verify
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the fairness of the model. The client is generally consid-
ered to be semi-honest, that is, it follows the protocol’s
specifications in the interaction process for evaluating the
fairness of the model unbiased. However, it is possible
to infer model parameters by passively analyzing data
streams captured during interactions. The model holder
is malicious. It may arbitrarily violate the specification
of the protocol to trick clients into believing that they
hold a high-fairness model. The network architecture
is assumed to be known to both P0 and P1. VerifyML
aims to construct such a secure inference framework that
enables P1 to correctly evaluate the fairness of model
without knowing any details of the model parameters,
meanwhile, P0 knows nothing about the client’s input.
We provide a formal definition of the threat model in
Appendix A.

2.2 Notations
We use λ and σ to denote the computational security
parameter and the statistical security parameter, respec-
tively. [k] represents the set {1, 2, · · · k} for k > 0. In
our VerifyML, all the arithmetic operations are calculated
in the field Fp, where p is a a prime and we define
κ = �log p�. This means that there is a natural mapping
for elements in Fp to {0, 1}κ. For example, a[i] indicates
the i-th bit of a on this mapping, i.e, a =

∑
i∈[κ] a[i] ·2i−1.

Given two vectors a and b, and an element α ∈ Fp, a+b
indicates the element-wise addition, α+ a and αa mean
that each component of a performs addition and multi-
plication with α, respectively. a ∗ b represents the inner
production between vectors a and b. Similarly, given any
function f : Fp → Fp, f(a) denotes evaluation of f on
each component on a. a||b represents the concatenation of
a and b. Un is used to represent the uniform distribution
on the set {0, 1}n for any n > 0.

For ease of exposition, we consider an ML model,
usually a neural network model M, consisting of alter-
nating linear and nonlinear layers. We assume that the
specification of the linear layer is L1, · · ·Lm and the non-
linear layer is f1, · · · , fm−1. Given an initial input (i.e.
query) x0, the model holder will sequentially execute
vi = Lixi−1 and xi = fi(vi). Finally, M outputs the
inference result vm = Lmxm−1 = M(x0).

2.3 ML Fairness Measurement
Let X be the set of possible inputs and Y be the set
of all possible labels. In addition, let O be a finite set
related to fairness (e.g., ethnic group). We assume that
X × Y × O is drawn from a probability space Ω with
an unknown distribution D, and use M(x) to denote the
model inference result given an input x. Based on these,
we review the term of the empirical fairness gap (EFG)
[41], which is widely used to measure the fairness of
ML models against a specific group. To formalize the
formulation of EFG, we first describe the definition of
conditional risk as follows:

�o(M) = E
(x,y,o′)∼D

[I{M(x) �= y}|o′ = o] (1)

Given a set of samples (x, y, o′) satisfying distribution
D, �o(M) is the expectation of the number of mis-
classified entries in the test set that belong to group
o, where I{Φ} represents the indicator function with
a predicate Φ. Given an independent sample set Ψ =
{(x(1), y(1), o(1)), · · · , (x(t), y(t), o(t))}∼ Dt, the empirical
conditional risk is defined as follows:

�̃o(M,Ψ) =
1

to

t∑
i=1

[I{M(x(i)) �= y(i)}|o(i) = o] (2)

where to indicates the number of samples in Ψ from
group o. Then, we describe the term fairness gap (FG),
which is used to measure the maximum margin of any
two groups, specifically,

FG = max
oo,o1∈O

|�oo(M)−�o1(M)| (3)

Likewise, the empirical fairness gap (EFG) is defined as

EFG = max
oo,o1∈O

|�̃oo(M,Ψ)− �̃o1(M,Ψ)| (4)

Lastly, we say a ML model M is ε-fair on (O,D), if
its fairness gap is smaller than ε with confidence 1 − δ.
Formally, a ε-fair M is defined as satisfying the following
conditions:

Pr

[
max

oo,o1∈O
|�oo(M)−�o1(M)| > ε

]
≤ δ (5)

In practice, we usually replace FG in Eqn.5 with EFG
to facilitate the measurement of fairness. Note that once
the client gets enough predictions in the target model, it
can locally evaluate the fairness of the model according
to Eqn.5.

2.4 Fully Homomorphic Encryption
Let the plaintext space be Fp, informally, a Fully homo-
morphic encryption (FHE) under the public key encryp-
tion system usually contains the following algorithm-
s:
• KeyGen(1λ) → (pk, sk). Taking the security parameter
λ as input, KeyGen is a random algorithm used to
output the public key pk and the corresponding secret
key sk required for homomorphic encryption.

• Enc(pk, x) → c. Given pk and a plaintext x ∈ Fp, the
algorithm Enc outputs a ciphertext c encrypting x.

• Dec(sk, c) → x. Taking sk and a ciphertext c as
input, Dec decrypts c and outputs the corresponding
plaintext x.

• Eval(pk, c1, c2, F ) → c′. Given pk, two ciphertexts c1
and c2, and a function F , the algorithm Eval outputs
a ciphertext c′ encrypting F (c1, c2).
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We require FHE to satisfy correctness, semantic security,
and functional privacy1. In VerifyML, we use the SEAL
library [40] to implement the fully homomorphic encryp-
tion. In addition, we utilize ciphertext packing technolo-
gy (CPT) [42] to encrypt multiple plaintexts into a single
ciphertext, thus enabling homomorphic computation in
a SIMD manner. Specifically, given two plaintext vectors
x = (x1, · · · , xn) and x′ = (x′

1, · · · , x′
n), we can pack x

and x′ into ciphertexts c and c′ each of them containing n
plaintext slots. Homomorphic operations between c and
c′ including addition and multiplication are equivalent
to performing the same element-wise operations on the
corresponding plaintext slots.

FHE also provides algorithm Rotation to handle op-
erations between data located in different plaintext slots.
Informally, given a plaintext vector x = (x0, · · · , xn) is
encrypted into a single ciphertext c, Rotation(pk, c, j)
transforms c into another ciphertext c′ whose encrypted
plaintext vector is x′ = (xj+1, xj+2, · · · , x1, · · · , xj). In
this way, data on different plaintext slots can be moved
to the same position to achieve element-wise operations
under ciphertext. In FHE, rotation operations are compu-
tational expensive compared to homomorphic addition
and multiplication operations. Therefore, the optimiza-
tion criterion for homomorphic SIMD operations is to
minimize the number of rotation operations.

2.5 Parallel Matrix Homomorphic Multiplication
We review the parallel homomorphic multiplication
method between arbitrary matrices proposed by Jiang
et al. [19], which will be used to accelerate the genera-
tion of authenticated triples for convolution in VerifyML.
We take the homomorphic multiplication of two d × d
dimensional matrices as an example. Specifically, given
a d × d dimensional matrix X = (xi,j)0≤i,j<d, we first
define four useful permutations, σ, τ , φ, and ϕ, over
the field Fd×d

p . Let σ(X)i,j = Xi,i+j , τ(X)i,j = Xi+j,j ,
φ(X)i,j = Xi,j+1 and ϕ(X)i,j = Xi+1,j . Then for two
square matrices X and Y of order d, we can calculate the
matrix multiplication between the two by the following
formula:

X ∗Y =

d−1∑
k=0

(φk ◦ σ(X))� (ϕk ◦ τ(Y)) (6)

where � denotes the element-wise multiplication. We
provide a toy example of the multiplication of two 3× 3
matrices in Figure 1 for ease of understanding.

We can convert a d × d-dimensional matrix to a
vector of length d2 by encoding map Fd2

p → Fd×d
p :

x = (x0, · · · , xd2−1) 	→ X = (xd·i+j)0≤i,j<d. A ciphertext
is said to encrypt a matrix X if it encrypts the corre-
sponding plaintext vector x. Therefore, given two square

1. Functional privacy ensures that given a ciphertext c, which is an
encrypted share of F (x1, x2) obtained by homomorphically evaluating
L, c is indistinguishable from ciphertext c′ encrypting a share of
F ′(x1, x2) for any F ′.

matrices X and X, the multiplication of the two under
the ciphertext is calculated as follows:

cX � cY =

d−1∑
k=0

(φk(Encpk(σ(X))))� (ϕk(Encpk(τ(Y)))) (7)

In the following sections, we will use cX � cY to
represents multiplication between any matrixes X and Y
in ciphertext. � denotes the elewent-wise homomorphic
multiplication between two ciphertexts. In Section 4.1.2,
we describe how to utilize the parallel homomorphic
multiplication described above to boost the generation
of authenticated convolution triples.

2.6 Secret Sharing
• Additive Secret Sharing. Given any x ∈ Fp, a 2-out-

of-2 additive secret sharing of x is a pair (〈x〉0 , 〈x〉1) =
(x − r, r) ∈ F2

p, where r is a random value uniformly
selected from Fp, and x = 〈x〉0 + 〈x〉1. Additive secret
sharing is perfectly hiding, that is, given a share 〈x〉0
or 〈x〉1, x is perfectly hidden.

• Authenticated Shares. Given a random value α
(known as the MAC key) uniformly chosen from
Fp, for any x ∈ Fp, the authenticated shares of
x on α denote that each party Pb holds [[x]]b =
{〈α〉b, 〈x〉b, 〈αx〉b}b∈{0,1}2, where we have (〈α〉0 +
〈α〉1) × (〈x〉0 + 〈x〉1) = (〈αx〉0 + 〈αx〉1). While in the
general malicious 2PC setting, α should be generated
randomly through interactions between all parties, in
our model holder-malicious model, α can be picked
up by P1 and secretly shared with P0. Authenticated
sharing provides �log p bits of statistical security.
Informally, if a malicious P0 tries to forge the shared x
to be x+β, by tampering with its shares (〈x〉0, 〈αx〉0)
to (〈x〉0 + β, 〈αx〉0 + β′), for non-zero {β, β′}, the
probability of parties being authenticated to hold the
share of x + β (i.e., αx + β′ = α(x + β)) is at most
2−�log p�.

2.7 Authenticated Beaver’s Triples
In VerifyML, we require the technique of authenticated
Beaver’s triples to detect possible breaches of the pro-
tocol from the malicious model holder. In more detail,
authenticated Beaver’s multiplication triple is denoted
that each Pb holds a tuple {[[x]]b, [[y]]b, [[z]]b}b∈{0,1}, where
x, y, z ∈ Fp, and satisfy xy = z. Giving P0 and P1 holding
authenticated shares of c and d, i.e., ([[c]]0, [[d]]0), ([[c]]1,
[[d]]1), respectively, to compute the authenticated share
of the product of c and d, the parties first reveal c − x
and d − y, and then each party Pb locally computes the
authenticated share of [[e = c · d]]b as follows:

〈e〉b = (c− x) · (d− y) + 〈x〉b · (d− y) + (c− x) · 〈y〉b + 〈z〉b
〈αe〉b = 〈α〉b(c− x) · (d− y) + 〈αx〉b · (d− y) + (c− x) · 〈αy〉b + 〈αz〉b

(8)

2. Sometimes in [[x]]b we omit 〈α〉b for brevity.
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step (a) step (b) step (c) step (d)

Fig. 1: Parallel matrix multiplication

Authenticated Beaver’s multiplication triple is inde-
pendent of the user’s input in the actual execution of the
secure computing protocol, thus can be generated offline
(see Section 4) to speed up the performance of online
secure multiplication computations. Inspired by existing
work to construct custom triples for specific mathe-
matical operations [33] for improving performance, we
generalize traditional Beaver’s triples to matrix-vector
multiplication and convolution domains. We provide
the definitions of matrix-vector and convolution triples
below and leave the description of generating them to
Section 4.
• Authenticated Matrix-Vector triples: is denoted that

each Pb holds a tuple {[[X]]b, [[y]]b, [[z]]b}b∈{0,1}, where
X is a matrix uniformly chosen from Fd1×d2

p , y repre-
sents a vector selected from Fd2

p , and z ∈ Fd1
p satisfying

X∗y = z, where d1 and d2 are determined depending
on the ML model architecture.

• Authenticated Convolution triples (aka matrix mul-
tiplication triples3): is denoted that each Pb hold-
s a tuple {[[X]]b, [[Y]]b, [[Z]]b}b∈{0,1}, where X and Y
are tensors uniformly chosen from Fuw×uh×ci

p and
F
(2l+1)×(2l+1)×ci×co
p , respectively. Z ∈ F

u′
w×u′

h×co
p sat-

isfying convolution Conv(X,Y) = Z, where uw, uw,
u′
w, u′

h, l, ci and co are determined depending on the
model architecture.

2.8 Oblivious Transfer
We take OTn to denote the 1-out-of-2 Oblivious Transfer
(OT) [11], [14]. In OTn, the inputs of the sender (assum-
ing P0 for convenience) are two strings s0, s1 ∈ {0, 1}n,
and the input of the receiver (P1) is a bit b ∈ {0, 1} for
selection. At the end of the OT-execution, P1 learns sb
while P0 learns nothing. In this paper, we require that the
instance of OTn is secure against a semi-honest sender
and a malicious receiver. We use OTκ

n to represent κ
instances of OTn. We exploit [23] to implement OTκ

n with
the communication complexity of κλ+ 2n bits.

2.9 Garbled Circuits
The garbling scheme [8], [38] for boolean circuits pars-
ing arbitrary functions consists of a pair of algorithms

3. We can reduce the convolution operation to matrix multiplication
by transforming the inputs of convolution appropriately. We provide
a detailed description in Section 4.

(Garble, GCEval) defined as follows:
• Garble(1λ, C) → (GC, {{labini,j}i∈[n], {laboutj }}j∈{0,1}).

Giving the security parameter λ and an arbitrary
Boolean circuit C : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, the algorithm
Garble outputs a garbled circuit GC, a set of input la-
bels {labini,j}i∈[n],j∈{0,1} of this GC, and a set of output
labels {laboutj }j∈{0,1}, where the size of each label is
λ bits. For any x ∈ {0, 1}n, we refer to {labini,x[i]}i∈[n]

as the garbled input of x, and laboutC(x) as the garbled
output of C(x).

• GCEval(GC, {labi}i∈[n]) → lab′. Giving the garbled
circuit GC and a set of input labels {labi}i∈[n], the
algorithm GCEval outputs a label lab′.

Let Garble(1λ, C) → (GC, {{labini,j}i∈[n], {laboutj }}j∈{0,1}),
the above garbled scheme (Garble, GCEval) is required
to satisfy the following properties:
• Correctness. GCEval is faithfully performed on the GC

and correctly outputs garbled results when given the
garbled input of x. Formally, for any Boolean circuit
C and input x ∈ {0, 1}n, GCEval holds that

GCEval(GC, {labini,x[i]}i∈[n]) → laboutC(x)

• Security. Given C, the garbled circuit GC of C and
garbled inputs of any x ∈ {0, 1}n can be simulated by
a polynomial probability-time simulator Sim. Formal-
ly, for any circuit C and input x ∈ {0, 1}n, we have
(GC, {labini,x[i]}i∈[n]) ≈ Sim(1λ, C), where ≈ indicates
computational indistinguishability.

• Authenticity. This implies that given the garbled
input of x and GC, it is infeasible to guess the output
label of 1−C(x). Formally, for any circuit C and x ∈
{0, 1}n, we have

(
labout1−C(x)|GC, {labini,x[i]}i∈[n]

)
≈ Uλ.

Without loss of generality, the garbled scheme described
above can be naturally extended to securely implement
Boolean circuits with multi-bit outputs. In VerifyML, we
utilize state-of-the-art optimization strategies, including
point-and-permute [13], free-XOR [25] and half-gates [46]
to construct the garbling scheme.

3 TECHNICAL INTUITION
VerifyML is a 2-party computation (2PC) protocol de-
signed to operate under the model holder-malicious threat
model. The protocol enables the client to learn unbiased
inference results on a given test set, facilitating a local
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evaluation of the fairness of the target model. To enhance
the performance of the 2PC protocol execution, we have
customized a series of optimization methods that fully
exploit the benefits of cryptographic primitives and their
inherent ties in the inference process. In the following
section, we provide a high-level, technically intuitive
overview of the design of VerifyML.

3.1 Offline-Online Paradigm
Following the state-of-the-art work on semi-honest mod-
els [32], VerifyML is divided into an offline stage and
an online stage. During the offline stage, the prepro-
cessing process is independent of the input from the
model holders and clients. By performing the majority
(> 95%) of the computation offline, we aim to minimize
the overhead of the online process. Figure 2 provides
an overview of VerifyML, outlining the computational
components required for the offline and online phases,
respectively.

3.2 Linear Layer Optimization
As shown in Figure 2, we have moved almost all lin-
ear operations to the offline phase of VerifyML. This is
accomplished through the construction of customized
triples for matrix-vector multiplication and convolution,
aimed at accelerating linear execution. Specifically, we
have implemented two key optimization methods. First,
we have designed an efficient construction of matrix-
multiplication triples that eliminates the need for gener-
ating Beaver’s multiplication triples for individual mul-
tiplications (see Section 4.1.1). Our core insight is a new
packed homomorphic multiplication method for matri-
ces and vectors that leverages the inherent connection
between secret sharing and homomorphic encryption to
remove all rotation operations in parallel homomorphic
computation. Second, we have extended the idea of
generating matrix multiplicative triples over semi-honest
models [33] to the convolution domain under the model
holder-malicious threat model (see Section 4). The core
of our construction is derived from E2DM [19], which
proposes a state-of-the-art method for parallel homo-
morphic multiplication between arbitrary matrices. We
have further optimized E2DM to achieve at least a 2×
computational speedup compared to naive use.

Our optimization technique for linear layer compu-
tation exhibits superior advantages compared to state-
of-the-art existing methods [22], [24]4. In more detail,
we reduce the communication overhead from cubic to
quadratic (both for offline and online phases) compared
to Overdrive [24], which is the mainstream tool for gen-
erating authenticated multiplicative triples on malicious
adversary models(see Section 4 for detailed analysis).

4. Note that several efficient parallel homomorphic computation
methods [21], [47] with packed ciphertext have been proposed and
run on semi-honest or client-malicious models [5], [28], [32] for secure
inference. It may be possible to transfer these techniques to our method
to speed up triple’s generation, but this is certainly non-trivial and we
leave it for future work.

Offline Phase. This phase the client and model holder
pre-compute data in preparation for subsequent online
execution, which is independent of input from all parties.
That is, VerifyML can run this phase without knowing the
client’s input x0 and the model holder’s input M.
• Preprocessing for the linear layer. The Client interact-

s with the model holder to generate authenticated
triples for matrix-vector multiplication and convolu-
tion.

• Preprocessing for the nonlinear layer. The client con-
structs a garbled circuit GC for circuit C parsing ReLU.
The client sends GC and a set of ciphertexts to the
model holder for generating the authenticated shares
of ReLU’s results.

Online Phase. This phase is divided into following
parts.
• Preamble. The client secretly shares its input x0 with

the model holder, and similarly, the model holder
shares the model parameter M with the client. Thus
both the model holder and the client hold an authen-
ticated share of x0 and M. Note that the sharing of
M can be done offline, if the model to be verified is
knowed in advance.

• Layer evaluation. Let xi be the result of evaluating the
first i layers of model M on x0. At the beginning
of the i + 1-th layer, both the client and the model
holder hold an authenticated share about xi and the
i+1-th layer parameter Li+1, i.e., parties Pb∈{0,1} hold
([[xi]]b, [[Li+1]]b).
1. Linear layer . The client interacts with the mod-

el holder to perform the authenticated shares of
vi+1 = Li+1xi+1, where both parties securely
compute matrix-vector multiplication and convo-
lution operations with the aid of triples generated
in the precomputing process.

2. Nonlinear layer. After the linear layer, the two
parties hold the authenticated shares of vi+1. The
client and the model holder invoke the OT to send
the garbled input of GC to the model holder. The
model holder evaluates the GC, and eventually the
two parties get authenticated shares of the ReLU
result.

• Consistency check. The client interacts with the model
holder to check any malicious behavior of the model
holder during the entire inference process. The client
uses the properties of the authenticated sharing to
construct the consistency check protocol. If consisten-
cy passes, the client locally computes the fairness of
the target model, otherwise the client outputs abort.

Figure 2: Overview of the VerifyML

3.3 Non-linear Layer Optimization

We use the garbled circuit to achieve secure computation
of nonlinear functions (mainly ReLU) in ML models.
Specifically, assumed that P0 and P1 learn the authen-
ticated sharing about vi = Lixi−1 after executing the
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i-th linear layer, that is, each party Pb holds [[vi]]b =
{〈α〉b, 〈vi〉b, 〈αvi〉b}b∈{0,1}. Then, {〈vi〉b}b∈{0,1} will be
used as the input of ReLU (dented as fi for brevity) in the
i-th nonlinear layer for both parties learning the authen-
tication sharing about xi = fi(vi), i.e., [[xi]]b. However,
constructing such a satisfactory garbling scheme has the
following intractable problems.
• How to validate input from the malicious model holder. As

the model holder is untrustworthy, it is necessary to
ensure that the input from the model holder in the GC
(i.e., 〈vi〉0) matches the share obtained by the previous
linear layer. In the traditional malicious adversary
model [6], [22], [24], it is common to authenticate the
sharing of all inputs from malicious entities in the
GC to ensure correctness. However, this approach is
costly and takes tens of seconds or even minutes to
process a ReLU function. It is clearly impractical for
ML model inference, as a modern ML model may
contain thousands of ReLU functions.

• How to minimize the number of multiplication encapsu-
lated into GC. For the i-th nonlinear layer, we need
to compute the authenticated shares of the ReLU
output, i.e., [[xi]]b = {〈α〉b, 〈xi〉b, 〈αxi〉b}b∈{0,1}. This
requires at least two multiplications on the field, if
all computations are encapsulated into the GC. Note
that performing arithmetic multiplication operations
in the GC is expensive and requires at least O(κ2λ)
communication overhead.

We design novel protocols to remedy the above prob-
lems through the following insights: (1) garbled circuits
already achieve malicious security against garbled circuit
evaluators (i.e., the model holder in our setting) [28].
This means that we only need to construct a lightweight
method to check the consistency between the input of
the malicious adversary in the nonlinear layer and the
results obtained by the previous linear layer. Then, this
method can be integrated with GC to achieve end-to-
end nonlinear secure computing (see Section 4). (2) It
is enough to calculate the output label for each bit of
fi(vi)’s share (i.e., fi(vi)[j], for 1 ≤ j ≤ κ) in the
GC, rather than obtaining the exact arithmetic share
of fi(vi) [5]. Moreover, we can parse ReLU function
as ReLU(vi) = vi · sign(vi), where the sign function
sign(vi) equals 1 if t ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise. Hence, we
only encapsulate the non-linear part of ReLU(vi) (i.e.,
sign(vi)) into the GC, thereby substantially minimizing
the number of multiplication operations.

Compared with works [6], [22], [24] with malicious
adversary, VerifyML reduces the communication over-
head of each ReLU function from 2cλ+190κλ+232κ2 to
2dλ+4κλ+6κ2, where d � c. Our experiments show that
VerifyML achieves 4×-42× computation speedup and
gains 48× less communication overhead for nonlinear
layer computation.

Remark 3.1 . Beyond the above optimization strategies,
we also do a series of strategies to reduce the overhead
in the implementation process, including removing the

reliance on distributed decryption primitives in previous
works [6], [22], [24] and minimizing the number of calls
to zero-knowledge proofs of ciphertexts. In the following
section, we provide a comprehensive technical descrip-
tion of the proposed method.

4 THE VERIFYML FRAMEWORK
4.1 Offline Phase
In this section, we describe the technical details of Veri-
fyML. As described above, VerifyML is divided intooffline
and online phases. We first describe the operations that
need to be precomputed in the offline phase, including
generating matrix-vector multiplications and triples for
convolution, and garbled circuits for constructing the ob-
jective function. Then, we introduce the technical details
of the online phase.

4.1.1 Generating matrix-vector multiplication triple
Figure 3 depicts the interaction between the model hold-
er P0 and the client P1 to generate triples of matrix-vector
multiplications. Succinctly, P0 first uniformly selects 〈X〉0
and 〈y〉0 and sends their encryption to P1, along with
zero-knowledge proofs about these ciphertexts, where
〈y〉0 need to be transformed into matrix 〈Y〉0 before
encryption (step 2 in Figure 3). P1 recovers X and Y in ci-
phertext and then computes (〈αX〉0, 〈αY〉0, 〈αZ〉0, 〈Z〉0)
(step 3 in Figure 3). Then it returns the corresponding
ciphertexts to P0. P0 decrypts them and computes 〈αy〉1,
〈αz〉1 and 〈z〉1 (step 4 in Figure 3).

Figure 4 provides an example of the multiplication of a
3 × 4-dimensional matrix X and a 4-dimensional vector
y to facilitate understanding. To compute the additive
sharing of z = X ∗ y (step(a) in Figure 4), y is first
transformed into a matrix X by copying, where each row
of Y contains a copy of y. P1 then performs element-
wise multiplications (step(b) in Figure 4) for X and Y
under the ciphertext. To construct the additive sharing
of z = X ∗ y, P1 uniformly chooses a random matrix
R ∈ F3×4

p and computes 〈Z〉0 = X � Y − R (step(c)
in Figure 4). P1 sends the ciphertext result to P0. P0

decrypts it and sums each row in plaintext to obtain
vector 〈z〉0 (step(d) in Figure 4), similarly, P1 performs
the same operation on matrix R to obtain 〈z〉1.

Remark 4.1: Compared to generating multiplication
triples for single multiplication [22], [24], our constructed
matrix-multiplication triples enable the communication
overhead to be independent of the number of multipli-
cations, only related to the size of the input. This reduces
the amount of data that needs to be exchanged between
P0 and P1. In addition, we move the majority of the
computation to be executed by the semi-honest party,

4. A ZK proof of knowledge for ciphertexts is used to state that c1
and c2 are valid ciphertexts generated from the given FHE cryptosys-
tem. Readers can refer to [6], [24] for more details.

5. Note that for 〈αY〉0, we only take the all elements in the first row
as 〈αy〉0 by default.The operation for 〈αY〉1 is the same as above.
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Input: {Pb}b∈{0,1} holds 〈X〉b uniformly chosen from
F
d1×d2
p , and 〈y〉b uniformly chosen from F

d2
p . In addition,

P1 hold a MAC key α uniformly chosen from Fp.
Output: Pb obtains {[[X]]b, [[y]]b, [[z]]b}b∈{0,1} where X ∗
y = z.
Procedure:
1. P0 and P1 participate in a secure two-party compu-

tation such that P0 obtains an FHE public secret key
pair (pk, sk) while P1 obtains the public key pk. This
process is performed only once.

2. P0 first converts 〈y〉0 into a d1 × d2-dimensional ma-
trix 〈Y〉0 where each row constitutes a copy of 〈y〉0.
Then, P0 send the encryptions c1 ← Enc(pk, 〈X〉0)
and c2 ← Enc(pk, 〈Y〉0) to P1 along with zero-
knowledge (ZK) proofs of plaintext knowledge of the
two ciphertexts 4.

3. P1 also converts 〈y〉1 into a d1 × d2-dimensional
matrix 〈Y〉1 where each row constitutes a copy
of 〈y〉1. Then it samples (〈αX〉1, 〈αY〉1, 〈αZ〉1, 〈Z〉1)
from F

4×(d1×d2)
p . P1 sends c3 = Encpk(α(〈X〉1 +

〈X〉0)−〈αX〉1), c4 = Encpk(α(〈Y〉1+〈Y〉0)−〈αY〉1),
c5 = Encpk(α(X�Y)−〈αZ〉1), and c6 = Encpk((X�
Y)− 〈Z〉1) to P0.

4. P0 decrypts c3, c4, c5 and c6 to obtain
(〈αX〉0, 〈αY〉0, 〈αZ〉0, 〈Z〉0), respectively. Then,
it sums the elements of each row of the matrices
〈αY〉05, 〈αZ〉0 and 〈Z〉0 to form the vectors
〈αy〉0, 〈αz〉0 and 〈z〉0. P1 does the same for
(〈αY〉1, 〈αZ〉1, 〈Z〉1) to obtain 〈αy〉1, 〈αz〉1 and 〈z〉1.

5. Pb outputs {[[X]]b, [[y]]b, [[z]]b}b∈{0,1}, where X ∗y = z.

Figure 3: Algorithm πMtriple for generating
authenticated matrix-vector multiplication triple

which avoids the need for distributed decryption and
frequent zero-knowledge proofs in malicious adversary
settings. Compared to existing parallel homomorphic
computation methods [15], [19], our matrix-vector multi-
plication does not involve any rotation operation, which
is very computationally expensive compared to other ho-
momorphic operations. This stems from our observation
of the inner tie between HE and secret sharing. Since the
final ciphertext result needs to be secretly shared to P0

and P1, we can first perform the secret sharing under the
ciphertext (see step(c) and step(d) in Figure 4), and then
perform all rotation and summation operations under the
plaintext.
Security. Our protocol for generating matrix-vector mul-
tiplication triples, πMtriple, is secure against the malicious
model holder P0 and the semi-honest client P1. We pro-
vide the following theorem and prove it in Appendix B.

Theorem 4.1. Let the fully homomorphic encryption used in
πMtriple have the properties defined in Section 2.4. πMtriple

is secure against the malicious model holder P0 and the semi-
honest client P1.

step (a) step (b)

step (c)

+ + + )

(

+ + +

(

+ + +

step (d): Row-wise summation for in plaintext

Fig. 4: Matrix-vector multiplication

4.1.2 Generating convolution triple
We describe the technical details of generating authenti-
cated triples for convolution. Briefly, for a given convo-
lution operation, we first convert it to equivalent matrix
multiplications, and then generate triples for the matrix
multiplications. We start by reviewing the definition of
convolution and how to translate it into the equivalent
matrix multiplication. Then, we explain how to generate
authenticated triples.
1© Convolution. Assuming an input tensor of size uw ×
uh with ci channels, denoted as Xijk, where 1 ≤ i ≤ uw

and 1 ≤ j ≤ uh are spatial coordinates, and 1 ≤ k ≤ ci is
the channel. Let co kernels with a size of (2l+1)×(2l+1)×
ci denote as tensor YΔi,Δj ,k,k′ , where −l ≤ Δi,Δj ≤ l
are shifts of the spatial coordinates, 1 ≤ k ≤ ci and 1 ≤
k′ ≤ co are the channels and kernels, respectively. The
convolution between X and Y (i.e., Z = Conv(X,Y)) is
defined as below:

Zijk′ =
∑

Δi,Δj ,k

Xi+Δi,j+Δj ,k ·YΔi,Δj ,k′ (9)

The resulting tensor Zijk′ has u′
w×u′

h spatial coordinates
and c0 channels. We have u′

w = (uw − (2l+1)+2p)/s+1
and u′

h = (uh−(2l+1)+2p)/s+1, where p represents the
number of turns to zero-pad the input, and s represents
the stride size of the kernel movement [27]. Note that the
entries of X to be zero if i+Δi or j +Δj are outside of
the ranges [1;u′

w] and [1;u′
h], respectively.

2© Conversion between convolution and matrix mul-
tiplication. Based on Eqn.(9), we can easily convert
convolution into an equivalent matrix multiplication.
Specifically, we construct a matrix X′ with dimension
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u′
wu

′
h× (2l+1)2 ·ci, where X′

(i,j)(Δi,Δj ,k) = Xi+Δi,j+Δj ,k.
Similarly, we construct a matrix Y′ of dimension (2l +
1)2 · ci × co such that Y′(Δi,Δj , k)k

′ = YΔi,Δj ,k′ . Then,
the original convolution operation is transformed into
Z′ = X′ ∗ Y′, where Z′

(ij)k′ = Zijk′ . In Appendix C,
we provide a detailed example to implement the above
transformation.

Input: {Pb}b∈{0,1} holds 〈X〉b uniformly chosen
from Fp

uw×uh×ci , and 〈Y〉b uniformly chosen from
Fp

(2l+1)×(2l+1)×ci×co . In addition, p1 holds a MAC key
α uniformly chosen from Fp

Output: Pb obtains {[[X]]b, [[Y]]b, [[Z]]b}b∈{0,1}, where Z =
Conv(X,Y).
Procedure:
1. P0 and P1 participate in a secure two-party compu-

tation such that P0 obtains an FHE public-secret key
pair (pk, sk) while P1 obtains the public key pk. This
process is performed only once.

2. P0 first converts 〈X〉0 and 〈Y〉0 into equivalen-
t matrixes 〈X′〉0 and and 〈Y′〉0, where 〈X′〉0 ∈
Fp

u′
wu′

h×(2l+1)2·ci while 〈Y′〉0 ∈ Fp
(2l+1)2·ci×co . Then,

P0 sends the encryptions c1 ← Enc(pk, 〈X′〉0) and
c2 ← Enc(pk, 〈Y′〉0) to P1 along with zero-knowledge
(ZK) proofs of plaintext knowledge of the two cipher-
texts.

3. P1 also converts 〈X〉1 and 〈Y〉1 into equivalen-
t matrixes 〈X′〉1 and and 〈Y′〉1. Then it sam-
ples (〈αX′〉1, 〈αY′〉1, 〈αZ′〉1, 〈Z′〉1), and computes
c3 = Encpk(α(〈X′〉1 + 〈X′〉0) − 〈αX′〉1), c4 =
Encpk(α(〈Y′〉1 + 〈Y′〉0) − 〈αY〉1), c5 = α � (cX′ �
cY′) − Encpk(〈αZ′〉1), and c6 = (cX′ � cY′) −
Encpk(〈Z〉1). P1 sends c3, c4, c5 and c6 to P0.

4. P0 decrypts c3, c4, c5 and c6 to obtain
(〈αX′〉0, 〈αY′〉0, 〈αZ′〉0, 〈Z′〉0), respectively. Then,
Both P0 and P1 converts these matrices back
into tensors to get (〈αX〉b, 〈αY〉b, 〈αZ〉b, 〈Z〉b) for
b = {0, 1}.

5. Pb outputs {[[X]]b, [[Y]]b, [[Z]]b}b∈{0,1}, where Z =
Conv(X,Y).

Figure 4: Algorithm πCtriple for generating
authenticated convolution triple

3©Generating convolution triple. Figure 4 depicts the
interaction between the model holder P0 and the clien-
t P1 to generate triples of convolution. Succinctly, P0

first uniformly selects 〈X′〉0 and 〈Y′〉0 and sends their
encryption to P1, along with zero-knowledge proofs
about these ciphertexts (step 2 in Figure 4). P1 recovers
X′ and Y′ under the ciphertext and then computes
(〈αX′〉0, 〈αY′〉0, 〈αZ′〉0, 〈Z′〉0) (step 3 in Figure 4). Then
it returns the corresponding ciphertexts to P0. P0 de-
crypts these ciphertexts and computes 〈αX〉0, 〈αY〉0,
〈αZ〉0 and 〈Z〉0 (step 4 in Figure 4). Finally, Pb obtains
{[[X]]b, [[Y]]b, [[Z]]b}b∈{0,1}, where Z = Conv(X,Y).

Remark 4.2: We utilize the method in [19] to perfor-

m the homomorphic multiplication operations involved
in generating convolution triples in parallel. Given the
multiplication of two d × d-dimensional matrices, it
reduces the computational complexity from O(d2) to
O(d), compared with the existing method [15]. Besides,
[19] requires only one ciphertext to represent a single
matrix whereas existing work [15] requires d ciphertexts
(assuming the number of plaintext slots n in FHE is
greater than d2). In addition, compared to generating
multiplication triples for single multiplication [22], [24],
the communication overhead of our method is indepen-
dent of the number of multiplications, only related to
the size of the input, i.e., reduce the communication cost
from cubic to quadratic (both offline and online phases).

Remark 4.3: We further exploit the properties of semi-
honest clients to improve the performance of generating
convolution triples. Specifically, for the multiplication of
matrices X and Y, the permutations σ(X) and ϕ(Y)
can be done in plaintext beforehand, which reduces the
rotation in half compared to the original method (see
Section 3.2 in [19] for comparison). Moreover, we move
the majority of the computation to be executed by the
semi-honest party, which avoids the need for distributed
decryption and frequent zero-knowledge proofs in mali-
cious adversary settings.
Security. Our protocol for generating authenticated con-
volution triples, πCtriple, is secure against the malicious
model holder P0 and the semi-honest client P1. We
provide the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. Let the fully homomorphic encryption used in
πCtriple have the properties defined in Section 2.4. πCtriple is
secure against the malicious model holder P0 and the semi-
honest client P1.

Proof: The proof logic of this theorem is very similar
to Theorem 4.1, we omit it for brevity.

4.1.3 Preprocessing for the nonlinear layer
This process is performed by the client to generate
garbled circuits of nonlinear functions for the model
holder. Note that we do not generate GC for ReLu but
for the nonlinear part of ReLU, i.e. sign(v) given an
arbitrary input v. We first define a truncation function
Trunh : {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}h, which outputs the last h bits
of the input. We require that λ satisfies λ ≥ 2κ, which
stems from the function Trun requiring (parts of) output
labels of garbled circuit (i.e., λ-bit strings) to one-time
pad values of length κ bits or 2κ bits. The purpose of
this setting is for the smooth execution of Trun. Then,
the client is required to generate random ciphertexts and
send them to the model holder. as follows.
• Given the security parameter λ, and the boolean

circuit boolnC denoted the nonlinear part of ReLU, P1

computes Garble(1λ, boolnC) → (GC, {{labini,j}i∈[2κ],
{labouti,j }i∈[2κ]}j∈{0,1}), where GC is the garbled circuit
of boolnC , {{labini,j}i∈[2κ], {labouti,j }i∈[2κ]}j∈{0,1} rep-
resent all possible garbled input and output labels,
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respectively. P1 sends GC to the model holder P0.
• P1 uniformly selects ηi,1, γi,1 and ιi,1 from Fp for every

i ∈ [κ]. Then, P1 sets (ηi,0, γi,0, ιi,0) = (1 + ηi,1, α +
γi,1, α+ ιi,1).

• P1 parses {labouti,j } as ςi,j ||ϑi,j for every i ∈ [2κ] and
j ∈ {0, 1}, where ςi,j ∈ {0, 1} and ϑi,j ∈ {0, 1}λ−1.

• For every i ∈ [κ] and j ∈ {0, 1}, P1 sends cti,ςi,j and
ĉti,ςi+κ,j

to P0, where cti,ςi,j = ιi,j ⊕ Trunκ(ϑi,j) and
ĉti,ςi+κ,j

= (ηi,j ||γi,j)⊕Trun2κ(ϑi+κ,j).
Security. We leave the explanation of above ciphertexts
sent by P1 to P0 to the following sections. Here we briefly
describe the security of preprocessing for nonlinear lay-
ers. It is easy to infer that the above preprocessing for the
nonlinear layer is secure against the semi-honest client
P1 and the malicious model holder P0. Specifically, for
the client P1, since the entire preprocessing process does
not require the participation of the model holder, the
client cannot obtain any private information about the
model holder. Similarly, for the malicious model holder
P0, since the preprocessing is non-interactive and the
generated ciphertext satisfies the GC security defined in
Section 2.9, P0 cannot obtain the plaintext corresponding
to the ciphertext sent by the client.

4.2 Online Phase
In this section, we describe the online phase of Veri-
fyML. We first explain how VerifyML utilizes the triples
generated in the offline phase to generate authenticated
shares for matrix-vector multiplication and convolution.
Then, we describe the technical details of the nonlinear
operation.

4.2.1 Perform linear layers in the online phase
Figure 5 depicts the interaction of the model holder
and the client to perform linear layer operations in the
online phase. Specifically, given the model holder’s input
{Li}i∈[m] and the client’s input v0, both parties first
generate authenticated shares of their respective inputs
(steps 1-4 in Figure 5). Since the client is considered
semi-honest, its input is shared more efficiently than the
model holder, i.e. only local computations are required
on randomly selected masks, while the sharing process
of model holder’s input is consistent with the previous
malicious settings [6], [22], [24]. After that, the model
holder and the client use the triples generated in the of-
fline phase (i.e., matrix-vector multiplication triples and
convolution triples) to generate authenticated sharing of
linear layer computation results (step 5 in Figure 5).
Security. Our protocol for performing linear layer op-
erations in the online phase, πOLin, is secure against the
malicious model holder P0 and the semi-honest client P1.
We provide the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3. Let triples used in πOLin are generated from
πMtriple and πCtriple. πOLin is secure against the malicious
model holder P0 and the semi-honest client P1.

Preamble: Consider a neural network (NN) consists of
m linear layers and m − 1 nonlinear layers. Let the
specification of the linear layer is L1,L1, · · ·Lm and the
non-linear layer is f1, · · · , fm−1.
Input:P0 holds {Li}i∈[m], i.e., weights for the m linear
layers. P1 holds x0 as the input of NN, a random
MAC key α from Fp to be used throughout the protocol
execution.
Output: Pb obtains [[vi = Lixi−1]]b for i ∈ [m] and b =
{0, 1}.
Procedure:
Input Sharing:
1. To share P0’s input {Li}i∈[m], all parties pick up a

fresh authenticated element [[Ri]] of the same dimen-
sion as Li.

2. [[Ri]] is opened to P0, and then it sends 	i = Li−Ri

to P1.
3. Pb locally computes [[Li]]b = [[Ri]]b+	i for b = {0, 1}.
4. To share P1’s input v0, P1 randomly selects two

masks ξ and ζ of the same dimension as v0. Then,
it sends [[v0]]0 = (v0 − ξ, αv0 − ζ) to P0. P1 sets
[[v0]]1 = (ξ, ζ).

5. For each i ∈ [m],
• Matrix-vector Multiplication: To generate an au-

thenticated triple of multiplications between ma-
trix A and vector b, where A and b are vari-
ables generated in the inference process. P0 and
P1 take a fresh authenticated matrix-vector triple
{[[X]]b, [[y]]b, [[z]]b}b∈{0,1} of dimensions consistent
with A and b. Then, both party open A−X and
b−y. Finally, Pb locally computes [[A ∗b]]b based
on Eqn.(8).

• Convolution: To generate an authenticated triple
of Convolution between tensors A and B, where
A and B are variables generated in the inference
process. P0 and P1 take a fresh authenticated
Convolution triple {[[X]]b, [[Y]]b, [[Z]]b}b∈{0,1} of di-
mensions consistent with A and B. Then, both
party open A − X and b − Y. Finally, Pb locally
computes [[Conv(A,B)]]b based on Eqn.(8).

6. Pb obtains [[vi = Lixi−1]]b for i ∈ [m] and b = {0, 1}.

Figure 5: Online linear layers protocol πOLin

Proof: The proof logic of this theorem is identical to
that of [9]. Interested readers can refer to [9] for more
details.

4.2.2 Perform non-linear layers in the online phase
In this section, we present the technical details of the
execution of nonlinear functions in the online phase. We
mainly focus on how to securely compute the activation
function ReLU, which is the most representative non-
linear function in deep neural networks. As shown in
Figure 5, the result vi obtained from each linear layer
Li is held by both parties in the format of authenticated
sharing. Similarly, for the function fi in the i-th nonlinear
layer, the goal of VerifyML is to securely compute fi(vi)
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Input:P0 holds [[vi]]0 and P1 holds [[vi]]1 for i ∈ [m] and
b = {0, 1}. In addition, P1 holds the MAC key α.
Output: Pb obtains [[xi = ReLU(vi)]]b and 〈αvi〉b for
i ∈ [m] and b = {0, 1}.
Procedure(take single vi as an example):
1. Garbled Circuit Phase:

• P0 and P1 invoke the OTκ
λ (see Section 2.8),

where P1’s inputs are {labinj,0, labinj,1}j∈{κ+1,··· ,2κ}
while P0’s input is 〈vi〉0. Hence, P0 learns
{ ~lab

in
j }j∈{κ+1,··· ,2κ}. Also, P1 sends its garbled

inputs {{ ~lab
in
j = labj,〈vi〉1[j]}j∈[κ] to P0.

• With GC and { ~lab
in
j }j∈[2κ], P0 evaluates

GCEval(GC, { ~lab
in
j }j∈[2κ]) → { ~lab

out
j }j∈[2κ].

2. Authentication Phase 1:
• P0 parses ~lab

out
j as ς̃j ||ϑ̃j where ς̃j ∈ {0, 1} and

ϑ̃j ∈ {0, 1}λ−1 for every j ∈ [2κ].
• P0 computes cj = ctj,ς̃j ⊕ Trunκ(ϑ̃j) and

(dj ||ej) = ĉtj,ς̃i+κ ⊕ Trun2κ(ϑ̃j+κ) for every j ∈
[κ].

3. Local Computation Phase:
• P1 outputs 〈g1〉1 = (−∑

j∈[κ] ιj,12
j−1),

〈g2〉1 = (−∑
j∈[κ] ηj,12

j−1) and 〈g3〉1 =

(−∑
j∈[κ] γj,12

j−1).
• P0 outputs 〈g1〉0 = (

∑
j∈[κ] cj2

j−1), 〈g2〉0 =

(
∑

j∈[κ] dj2
j−1) and 〈g3〉0 = (

∑
j∈[κ] ej2

j−1).

4. Authentication Phase 2:
• For every vi where i ∈ [m], Pb randomly select a

fresh authenticated triple {[[x]]b, [[y]]b, [[z]]b}b∈{0,1}.
• All parties reveal vi − x and g2 − y to each other,

and then locally compute 〈z2〉b = 〈vi · sign(vi)〉b
and 〈z3〉b = 〈αvi · sign(vi)〉b based on Eqn.(8).

• Pb obtains [[xi = ReLU(vi)]]b = (〈z2〉b, 〈z3〉b) and
〈αvi〉b = 〈g1〉b.

Figure 6: Online non-linear layers protocol πONlin

and share it to the model holder and client in the authen-
ticated sharing manner. We describe details in Figure 6.

Garbled Circuit Phase. As described in Section 4.1.3,
in the offline phase, P1 constructs a GC for the nonlinear
part of ReLU (i.e., sign(vi) for arbitrary input vi ∈ Fp)
and sent it to P0. In the online phase, P0 and P1 invoke
the OTκ

λ, where P1 as the sender whose inputs are
{labinj,0, labinj,1}j∈{κ+1,··· ,2κ} while P0’s (as the receiver)
input is 〈vi〉0. As a result, P0 gets set of garbled inputs
of vi in GC. Then, P0 evaluates GC with garbled inputs of
vi and learns the set of output labels for the bits of vi

and sign(vi).
Authentication Phase 1. This phase aims to calculate

the share of the authentication of each bit of vi, i.e.,
sign(vi)[j], αsign(vi)[j], and αvi[j] for j ∈ [κ], based
on the previous phase. We take an example of how to
calculate αvi. It is clear that the share of αvi[j] is either
0 or α depending on whether vi[j] is 0 or 1. Recall that

the output of the GC is two output labels corresponding
to each vi[j] (each one for vi[j] = 0 and 1). We use
the symbol laboutj,0 and laboutj,1 to denote vi[j] = 0 and
vi[j] = 1, respectively. To calculate the shares of αvi[j],
P1 randomly selects ιj ∈ Fp in the offline phase and
encrypts it as laboutj,1 and encrypts ιj + α as laboutj,0 . P1

sends the two ciphertexts to P0 and sets its own share
of αvi[j] to −ιj . Since P0 has obtained laboutj,vi[j]

in the
previous phase, it can definitely decrypt it and obtain
its own share of αvi[j]. Computation of sign(vi)[j] and
αsign(vi)[j] follows a similar logic, utilizing the random
values ηj,1, γj,1 sent by P1 to P0 in the offline phase,
respectively.

Local Computation Phase. This process is used to
calculate the share of sign(vi), αsign(vi), and αvi based
on the results learned by all parties in the previous stage.
For example, to compute the share of αvi, each party
locally multiplies the share of αvi[j] with 2j−1 and sums
all the resultant values. Each party computes the share
of sign(vi) and αsign(vi) in a similar manner.

Authentication Phase 2. We compute the shares of
ReLU(vi) = visign(vi), and αReLU(vi). Since each
party holds the authenticated shares of vi and sign(vi),
we can achieve this based on Eqn.(8).

Remark 4.4. We adopt two methods to minimize the
number of multiplication operations involved in the
GC. One is to compute the garbled output of per-bit
of sign(vi) in GC. Another is to encapsulate only the
nonlinear part of ReLU into GC. In this way, we avoid
computing αReLU(vi) and ReLU(vi) in GC, which is
multiply operation intensive. Compared with works [6],
[22], [24] with malicious adversary, VerifyML reduces the
communication overhead of each ReLU function from
2cλ+ 190κλ+ 232κ2 to 2dλ+ 4κλ+ 6κ2, where d � c.

Remark 4.5. We devise a lightweight method to check
whether the model holder’s input at the non-linear layer
is consistent with what it has learned at the previous
layer. Specifically, at the end of evaluating the i − 1-
th linear layer, both parties learns the share of αvi.
Then, vi is used as the input of the i-th nonlinear.
To check that P0 is fed the correct input, We require
αvi to be recomputed in GC and share again to both
parties. Therefore, after evaluating each nonlinear layer,
both parties hold two independent shares of αvi. This
provides a way to determine if P0 provided the correct
input by verifying that the two independent shares are
consistent (See Section 4.3 for more details).

Correctness. We analyze the correctness of our protocol
πONlin as follows. Based on the correctness of OTκ

λ, the
model holder P0 holds { ~lab

in
j = labj,〈vi〉0[j]}j∈{κ+1,···2κ}.

Using { ~lab
in
j = labj,〈vi〉1[j]}j∈[κ] for j ∈ [κ], and the cor-

rectness of (Garble, GCEval) for circuit boolnf , we learn
~lab

out
j = laboutj,vi[j]

and ~lab
out
j+κ = laboutj+κ,sign(vi)[j]

, for j ∈
[κ]. Therefore, for i ∈ [k], we have ς̃j ||ϑ̃j = ςj,vi[j]||ϑj,vi[j]

and ς̃j+κ||ϑ̃j+κ = ςj+κ,sign(v)i[j]||ϑj+κ,sign(vi)[j]. Hence,
cj = ctj,ςj,vi[j]

⊕Trunκ(ϑj,vi[j]) = ιj,vi[j] and
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(dj ||ej) = ĉtj,ςj+κ,sign(vi)[j]
⊕ Trun2κ(ϑj+κ,sign(vi)[j]) =

ηj,sign(vi)[j]||γj,sign(vi)[j]. Based on these, we have
• g1 =

∑
j∈[κ](cj − ιj,0)2

j−1 =
∑

j∈[κ] α(vi[j])2
j−1 = αvi.

• g2 =
∑

j∈[κ](dj − ηj,0)2
j−1 =

∑
j∈[κ](sign(vi)[j])2

j−1 =
sign(vi).

• g3 =
∑

j∈[κ](ej − γj,0)2
j−1 =

∑
j∈[κ] α(sign(vi)[j])2

j−1 =
αsign(vi).

Since each party holds the authenticated shares of vi and
sign(vi), we can easily compute the shares of f(vi) =
visign(vi), and αf(vi). This concludes the correctness
proof.
Security. Our protocol for performing nonlinear layer
operations in the online phase, πONlin, is secure against
the malicious model holder P0 and the semi-honest client
P1. We provide the following theorem and prove it in
Appendix D.

Theorem 4.4. Let (Garble, GCEval) be a garbling scheme
with the properties defined in Section 2.9. Authenticated shares
have the properties defined in Section 2.6. Then our protocol
πONlin is secure against the malicious model holder P0 and
the semi-honest client P1.

4.3 Consistency Check

VerifyML performs πOLin and πONlin alternately in the
online phase to output the inference result M(x0) for
a given input x0, where all intermediate results output
by the nonlinear layer and the linear layer are held
on P0 and P1 in an authenticated sharing manner. To
verify the correctness of M(x0), the client needs to
perform a consistency check on all computed results. If
the verification passes, P1 locally evaluates the fairness
of the ML model based on Eqn.(2). Otherwise, abort. In
more detail, for sharing P0’s input and executing each
linear layer {Li}i∈[m], VerifyML needs to pick up a large
number of fresh authenticated single elements or triples
(see Figure 5) and open them for computation. Assume
that the set of all opened elements is (a1, a2 · · · , at), and
Pb holds 〈ρi〉b = 〈αai〉b as well as 〈τi〉b = 〈ai〉b, we need to
perform a consistency check to verify ρi−ατi = 0. Beside,
For executing each nonlinear layer {fi}i∈[m−1], the inputs
of πONlin are shares of vi and τi = αvi. To check that P0

is fed the correct input, We require αvi to be recomputed
in the GC and share it again to both parties, denoting the
new αvi as ξi. We also need to perform a consistency
check to verify

∑i=m
i=1 τi − ξi = 0.

Figure 7 presents the details of consistency check,
where we combine all the above checks into a single
check by using random scalars picked by P1. The cor-
rectness of πOcheck can be easily deduced by inspecting
the implementation of the protocol. Specifically, By cor-
rectness of πOLin, we have ρj − ατj = (〈ρj〉0 − α0aj +
〈ρj〉1 − α1aj) = 0 for every linear layer {Lj}j∈[m]. By
correctness of πONlin, we have τi − ξi = (〈τi〉0 − 〈ξi〉0) +
(〈τi〉1−〈ξi〉1) = 0 for all nonlinear layers. Hence, we have
〈q〉0+〈q〉1 =

∑
j∈[t] rj(ρj−ατj)+

∑
i∈[m−1] ri(τi−ξi) = 0.

Input:Pb b ∈ {0, 1} holds 〈τi〉b, 〈ξi〉b and [[aj ]]b for i ∈
[m− 1] and j ∈ [t].
Output: P1 obtains M(x0) if verification passes. Other-
wise, abort.
Procedure

• For i ∈ [m] and j ∈ [t], P1 uniformly samples ri and
rj and sends them to P0.

• P0 computes 〈q〉0 =
∑

j∈[t] rj(〈ρj〉0 − α0aj) +∑
i∈[m−1] ri(〈τi〉0 − 〈ξi〉0), and sends 〈q〉0 to P1.

• P1 computes 〈q〉1 =
∑

j∈[t] rj(〈ρj〉1 − α1aj) +∑
i∈[m−1] ri(〈τi〉1 − 〈ξi〉1).

• P1 aborts if 〈q〉0 + 〈q〉1 �= 0 mod p. Else, P1 locally
evaluates the fairness of the ML model based on
Eqn.(2) by reconstructing M(x0).

Figure 7: Consistency check protocol πOcheck

Security. We demonstrate that the consistency check
protocol πOcheck have an overwhelming probability to
abort if P0 tampered with the input during execution.
We provide the following theorem and prove it in Ap-
pendix E.

Theorem 4.5. In real execution, if P0 tampers with its input,
then P1 aborts with probability at least 1− 1/p.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct experiments to demonstrate
the performance of VerifyML. Since there is no secure
inference protocol specifically designed for the malicious
model holder threat model, we choose the state-of-the-art
generic MPC framework Overdrive [24]5 as the baseline.
Note that we also consider the client as a semi-honest
entity when implementing Overdrive, so that Overdrive
can also utilize the properties of semi-honest client to
avoid redundant verification and zero-knowledge proof.
In this way, we can “purely” discuss the technical ad-
vantages of VerifyML over Overdrive, while excluding
the inherent advantages of VerifyML due to the weaker
threat model. Specifically, we analyze the performance
of VerifyML from offline and online phases, respective-
ly, where we discuss the superiority of VerifyML over
Overdrive in terms of computation and communication
cost in performing linear and non-linear layers. In the
end, We demonstrate the cost superiority of VerifyML
compared to Overdrive on mainstream models including
ResNet-18 and LeNet.

5. Although work [6] shows better performance compared to Over-
drive, it is difficult to compare with [6] because of the unavailability of
its code. However, we clearly outperform [6] by constructing a more
efficient method to generate triples. In addition, [6] requires fitting
nonlinear functions such as ReLU to a quadratic polynomial to facilitate
computation, which is also contrary to the motivation of this paper.
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5.1 Implementation details
VerifyML is implemented through the C++ language
and provides 128 bits of computational security and 40
bits of statistical security. The entire system operates
on the 44-bit prime field. We utilize the SEAL homo-
morphic encryption library [40] to perform nonlinear
layers including generative matrix-vector multiplication
and convolution triples, where we set the maximum
number of slots allowed for a single ciphertext as 4096.
The garbled circuit for the nonlinear layer is constructed
on SIMC [5]6, which implements the evaluation of GC
on the basis of the emp-sh2pc protocol 7 [43], and also
provides the operation mod a prime p 8. Zero-knowledge
proofs of plaintext knowledge are implemented based on
MUSE [28]. Our experiments are carried out in both the
LAN and WAN settings. LAN is implemented with two
workstations in our lab. The client workstation has AMD
EPYC 7282 1.4GHz CPUs with 32 threads on 16 cores and
32GB RAM. The server workstation has Intel(R) Xeon(R)
E5-2697 v3 2.6GHz CPUs with 28 threads on 14 cores and
64GB RAM. The WAN setting is based on a connection
between a local PC and an Amazon AWS server with
an average bandwidth of 963Mbps and running time of
around 14ms.

5.2 Performance of offline phase
5.2.1 Cost of generating matrix-vector multiplication triple

TABLE I: Cost of generating the matrix-vector
multiplication triple

Dimension
Comm.cost (MB) Running time (s)

Overdrive VerifyML(Reduction) Overdrive VerifyML (speedup)
LAN WAN LAN WAN

1× 4096 27.1 2.1
(12.9×)

2.3 17.7 0.9
(2.6×)

12.4
(1.5×)

16× 2048 216.4 17.6
(12.3×)

15.3 26.2 7.6
(2.0×)

14.1
(1.6×)

16× 4096 432.8 34.5
(12.5×)

30.6 43.4 15.1
(2.0×)

26.9
(1.6×)

64× 2048 865.6 68.3
(12.7×)

60.9 72.4 29.2
(2.1×)

40.7
(1.7×)

64× 4096 1326.2 135.7
(9.8×)

103.0 114.8 57.8
(1.8×)

68.2
(1.6×)

128× 4096 2247.4 271.9
(8.3×)

187.1 199.1 117.3
(1.6×)

128.4
(1.5×)

TABLE I describes the comparison of the overhead
of VerifyML and Overdrive in generating matrix-vector
multiplication triples in different dimensions. It is clear
that VerifyML is superior in performance to Overdrive,
both in terms of communication overhead and compu-
tational overhead. We observe that VerifyML achieves
more than 8× reduction in communication overhead
and at least 1.5× speedup in computation compared to
Overdrive. This stems from Overdrive’s disadvantage in
constructing triples, i.e. constructing triples for only a s-
ingle multiplication operation (or multiplication between

6. https://aka.ms/simc
7. https://github.com/emp-toolkit/emp-sh2pc
8. https://github.com/shahakash28/simc/blob/master/test/msi

relu final.cpp\#L244

a single row of a matrix and a vector). In addition, the
generation process requires frequent interaction between
the client and the model holder (for zero-knowledge
proofs and preventing breaches by either party). This in-
evitably incurs substantial computational and communi-
cation overhead. Our constructed matrix-multiplication
triples enable the communication overhead to be inde-
pendent of the number of multiplications, only related
to the size of the input. This substantially reduces the
amount of data that needs to be exchanged between
P0 and P1. In addition, we move the majority of the
computation to be executed by P1, which avoids the need
for distributed decryption and frequent zero-knowledge
proofs in malicious adversary settings. Moreover, our
matrix-vector multiplication does not involve any rota-
tion operation. As a result, these optimization methods
motivate VerifyML to exhibit a satisfactory performance
overhead in generating triples.

5.2.2 Cost of generating convolution triple

TABLE II: Cost of generating the convolution triple

Input Kernel
Comm.cost (GB) Running time (s)

Overdrive VerifyML Overdrive VerifyML (Speedup)
LAN WAN LAN WAN

16× 16
@128

1× 1
@128

17.1 2.1 1476.1 1494.6 924.7
(1.6×)

938.4
(1.6×)

16× 16
@256

1× 1
@256

67.8 8.2 6059.3 6059.31 3568.8
(1.7×)

3580.8
(1.7×)

16× 16
@512

3× 3
@128

467.5 56.8 40753.4 40767.1 25387.2
(1.6×)

25401.5
(1.6×)

32× 32
@2048

5× 5
@512

83127.8 7324.3 7245056.2 7245068.8 4521023.3
(1.6×)

4521165.6
(1.6×)

TABLE II shows the comparison of the performance
of VerifyML and Overdrive in generating convolution
triples in different dimensions, where input tensor of
size uw × uh with ci channels is denoted as uw × uh@ci,
and the size of corresponding kernel is denoted as
kw×kh@co. We observe that VerifyML is much lower than
Overdrive in terms of computational and communication
overhead. For instance, VerifyML gains a reduction of up
to 9× in communication cost and a speedup of at least
1.6× in computation. This is due to the optimization
method customized by VerifyML for generating convo-
lution triples. Compared to Overdrive, which focuses on
constructing authenticated triples for a single multiplica-
tion operation, VerifyML uses the homomorphic parallel
matrix multiplication method constructed in [19] as the
underlying structure to construct matrix multiplication
triples equivalent to convolution triples. Since a single
matrix is regarded as a computational entity, the above
method makes the communication overhead between the
client and the model holder only related to the size of
the matrix, and independent of the number of oper-
ations of the multiplication between the two matrices
(that is, the communication complexity is reduced from
O(d3) to O(d)2 given the multiplication between the
two d × d matrices). In addition, the optimized parallel
matrix multiplication reduces the homomorphic rotation
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operation from O(d2) to O(d). This enables VerifyML to
show significant superiority in computing convolution
triples.

5.3 Performance of online phase
In the online phase, VerifyML is required to perform
operations at the linear and nonlinear layers alternately.
Here we discuss the overhead performance of VerifyML
compared to Overdrive separately.

5.3.1 Performance of executing linear layers

TABLE III: Comparison of the communication overhead
for executing convolution in the online phase

Input Kernel
Comm.cost (MB)

Overdrive VerifyML (Reduction)
16× 16
@128

1× 1
@128

46.1 0.5
(85.3×)

16× 16
@256

1× 1
@256

184.5 1.4
(128.0×)

16× 16
@512

3× 3
@128

1271.7 15.7
(81.2×)

32× 32
@2048

5× 5
@512

226073.0 1459.8
(154.9×)

Since both VerifyML and Overdrive follow the same
computational logic to perform the linear layer in the on-
line phase, i.e. use pre-generated authenticated triples to
compute matrix-vector multiplication and convolution,
both exhibit similar compu- tational overhe. Therefore,
we focus on analyzing the difference in communica-
tion overhead between the two of executing convolu-
tion. TABLE III depicts the communication overhead of
VerifyML and Overdriveffor computing convolution in
different dimensions. It is obvious that VerifyML shows
superior performance in communication overhead com-
pared to Overdrive. This is mainly due to the fact that
Overdrive needs to open a fresh authenticated Beaver’s
multiplication triple for each multiplication operation,
which makes the communication overhead of executing
the entire linear layer positively related to the total
multiplication operations involved. In contrast, VerifyML
customizes matrix-vector multiplication and convolution
triples, which makes the cost independent of the number
of multiplication operations in the linear layer. This
substantially reduces the amount of data that needs to
be exchanged during the execution.

5.3.2 Performance of executing nonlinear layers
Figure 6 provides the comparison of the cost between
Overdrive and VerifyML. We observe that VerifyML out-
performs Overdrive by 4 − 42× in runtime on LAN
Setting and 3−16× in WAN Setting. For example, Over-
drive takes 165.4s and 1283.5s to compute 215 ReLUs on
LAN and WAN setting, respectively. Whereas, VerifyML
took just 5.1s and 110.2s in the respective network
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the overhead for executing
nonlinear layers. ((a) Running time improvement of

VerifyML over Overdrive. The y-axis shows Overdrive time
VerifyML time

(b) Comparison of the communication overhead.

settings. For communication overhead, we observed that
Overdrive required 401KB of traffic to perform a single
ReLU while we only need 8.33KB, which is at least a
48× improvement. This is mainly due to the fact that
our optimized GC substantially reduces the multiplication
operations involved in evaluating in the GC. Moreover,
Overdrive needs to verify the correctness of the input
from the model holder in the GC, which is very expensive.
Conversely, VerifyML designs lightweight consistency
verification methods to achieve this.

5.4 Performance of end-to-end secure inference

TABLE IV: Cost of end-to-end secure inference

LeNet

Phases
Comm.cost (MB) Running time (s)

Overdrive VerifyML Overdrive VerifyML (Speedup)
LAN WAN LAN WAN

Offline 3427.8 209.6 235.5 246.8 92.9
(2.5×)

104.6
(2.4×)

Online 2543.1 54.0 32.8 254.9 1.0
(32.6×)

21.9
(11.6×)

Total 5970.9 263.6 268.3 501.7 93.9
(2.9×)

126.5
(4.0×)

ResNet18

Phases
Comm.cost (MB) Running time (s)

Overdrive VerifyML Overdrive VerifyML (Speedup)
LAN WAN LAN WAN

Offline 2116018.6 257257.7 238774.2 238957.4 114003.1
(2.1×)

114978.8
(2.1×)

Online 19359.5 459.4 177.0 1373.7 5.5
(32.2×)

117.9
(11.7×)

Total 2135378.1 257717.1 238951.2 240331.1 114008.6
(2.1×)

115096.7
(2.1×)

We compare the performance of VerifyML and Over-
drive on real-world ML models. In our experiments, we
choose ResNet-18 and LeNet, which are trained on the
CelebA [31] and C-MNIST datasets [2] respectively. Note
that CelebA and C-MNIST are widely used to check
how fair a given trained model is. TABLE IV shows
the performance of VerifyML and Overdrive in terms of
computation and communication overhead. Compared
to Overdrive, VerifyML demonstrates an encouraging
online runtime boost by 32.6× and 32.2× over existing
works on LeNet and ResNet-18, respectively, and at least
an order of magnitude communication cost reduction. In
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online phase, Overdrive takes 32.8s and 177s to com-
pute single query on LeNet and ReNet-18, respectively.
Whereas, VerifyML took just 1s and 5.5s in the respective
network settings. Consistent with the previous analysis,
this stems from the customized optimization mechanism
we designed for VerifyML.

5.5 Comparison with other works
Compared with Fusion. A very recently work Fusion
[10], also aims to ensure computation correctness on
server-malicious threat model. We would like to clarify
that Fusion was published after the completion of our
work on VerifyML, and they employ different approach-
es, each with its own advantages and drawbacks. At
a high level, VerifyML utilizes cryptographic primitives
as the underlying architecture to achieve computation
correctness. Its approach is independent of the machine
learning models and application scenarios but incurs
non-negligible computational and communication over-
head. On the other hand, Fusion seeks to strike a balance
between efficiency and accuracy in verifying computa-
tion correctness, relying on a stronger assumption com-
pared to VerifyML. Fusion requires a certain amount of
public query sample sets that are highly related to the
target model to detect server malicious behavior. While
this requirement may be unrealistic, it is a mandatory
aspect of their design. Unlike VerifyML, Fusion em-
ploys a custom method known as the ”mix-and-check
method” to detect malicious server behavior without
involving cryptographic primitives. As a result, Fusion
offers significant advantages in terms of computation
and communication efficiency compared to VerifyML.

Specifically, In our VerifyML approach, we leverage
cryptographic primitives to detect malicious behaviors
exhibited by the cloud server. To achieve this, we employ
custom authenticated matrix-vector triples and authen-
ticated convolution triples, alongside zero-knowledge
proof protocols [22], [24], enabling us to perform veri-
fiable linear layer operations. To minimize the compu-
tational overhead associated with homomorphic opera-
tions, particularly rotation operations, we have develope-
d parallel optimization strategies, resulting in significant
savings. For the nonlinear layer, we implement verifiable
computations based on the evaluation of garbled circuits,
combined with authentication sharing, within a semi-
honest threat model. Our key insight is that garbled
circuits already provide malicious security against gar-
bled circuit evaluators (i.e., the server) [28]. Therefore,
we have constructed a lightweight method that solely
checks the consistency between the input of the mali-
cious adversary in the nonlinear layer and the results
obtained from the previous linear layer.

In contrast, Fusion takes a different approach by by-
passing cryptography and instead designing a highly
efficient verifiable computing protocol known as the
”mix-and-check method.” This method draws inspira-
tion from the classic cut-and-choose technique [30] but

incorporates non-trivial modifications to suit machine
learning inference in a server-malicious threat model.
The entire process of verifying the correctness of server
calculations in Fusion is exceptionally efficient because it
does not rely on any cryptographic primitives. Howev-
er, compared to VerifyML, Fusion makes an additional
assumption that the client has access to a subset of
public samples, which are of the same type as its query
samples, and knows the outputs of those public samples
in advance. This assumption is crucial for Fusion’s ef-
ficient implementation. Nevertheless, in privacy-critical
scenarios, particularly within financial and healthcare
domains [45], acquiring a large number of public input-
output samples for clients can be challenging. Further-
more, the inherent cryptographic primitives in VerifyML
ensure that the server can only deceive the client with
a negligible probability (less than 2−40) per query. In
contrast, Fusion needs to perform a significant number of
queries (usually thousands of times) to achieve the same
level of statistical security. Therefore, when compared to
VerifyML, Fusion offers an excellent advantage in terms
of computing performance. However, VerifyML does not
require any assumptions about model tasks and public
samples, and the verification operation only requires
executing a single query, resulting in better scalability.

Comm. (GB) Runtime (min)
0

5

10

15

20
VerifyML
Fusion

2.61

0.67

14.3

0.79

Fig. 7: Comparison between VerifyML and Fusion

Quantitative Comparison: We also conduct experimental
comparisons to assess the computational and commu-
nication overheads of both schemes in performing M-
L inference. Following the experimental configurations
provided by Fusion 9, we implemented Fusion using
Cheetah [18]. Our ML model consisted of a four-layer
deep neural network (DNN) with three hidden fully
connected layers, each comprising 2000 neurons with

9. https://github.com/daisy611/Fusion
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quadratic activations. The final layer was fully connected
with 183 output neurons. In our experiments, we set the
number of query samples to be the same as Fusion. This
means the client prepared a mixed dataset containing
a total of 1845 × 5 + 100 samples, which included 1845
query samples (each with 5 copies) and an additional 100
speech samples used as public samples. Fig 7 illustrates
the results of the comparison. Our experimental results
clearly demonstrate that Fusion outperforms VerifyML
in terms of performance. Fusion exhibits 3.8× lower
communication overhead and requires 18× less run-
time compared to VerifyML. The primary reason for
this performance difference is that Fusion only involves
plaintext operations during the verification process of
the malicious server’s calculation results and does not
rely on any cryptographic primitives. On the other hand,
VerifyML achieves the same objective through the inclu-
sion of zero-knowledge proof protocols, authentication
sharing, and computationally intensive homomorphic
multiplication operations.

However, as mentioned earlier, VerifyML does not
impose any assumptions about model tasks and public
samples, and the verification operation only requires
executing a single query, resulting in better scalability.
Compared with DELPHI. We demonstrate that for the
execution of non-linear layers, the communication over-
head of VerifyML is even lower than the state-of-the-
art scheme DELPHI [32] under hte semi-honest threat
model. Specifically, for the i-th nonlinear layer, DELPHI
needs to calculate shares of fi(vi) in GC and share it
with two parties. DELPHI requires at least 3κ additional
AND gates, which incurs at least 6κλ bits of communi-
cation, compared to only computing each bit of fi(vi)
in VerifyML. In our experiment, For κ = 44, λ = 28,
our method gives roughly 9× less communication for
generating shares of fi(vi), i.e., DELPHI required 32KB
of traffic to perform a single ReLU while we only need
8.33KB.
Compared with MUSE and SIMC. We note that several
works such as MUSE [28] and SIMC [5] have been
proposed to address ML secure inference on the client
malicious threat model. Such a threat model considers
that the server (i.e., the model holder) is semi-honest but
the malicious client may arbitrarily violate the protocol to
obtain private information. These works intuitively seem
to translate to our application scenarios with appropri-
ate modification. However, we argue that this is non-
trivial. In more detail, in the client malicious model, the
client’s inputs are encrypted and sent to the semi-honest
model holder, which performs all linear operations for
speeding up the computation. Since the model holder
holds the model parameter in the plaintext, executing
the linear layer only involves homomorphic operations
between the plaintext and the ciphertext. Such type of
computation is compatible with mainstream homomor-
phic optimization methods including GALA [47] and
GAZELLE [21]. However, in VerifyML, the linear layer
operation cannot be done in the model holder because

it is considered malicious. One possible approach is
to encrypt the model data and perform linear layer
operations with two-party interaction. This is essentially
performing homomorphic operations between ciphertext
and ciphertext, which is not compatible with previous
optimization strategies. Therefore, instead of simply fine-
tuning MUSE [28] and SIMC [5], we must redesign new
parallel homomorphic computation methods to fit this
new threat model. On the other hand, we observe that
the techniques for nonlinear operations in MUSE [28] and
SIMC [5] can clearly be transferred to VerifyML. How-
ever, our method still outperforms SIMC (an upgraded
version of MUSE). This mainly stems from the fact that
we only encapsulate the nonlinear part of ReLU into GC
to further reduce the number of multiplication opera-
tions. Experiments show that our method is about one
third of SIMC in terms of computing and communication
overhead.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed VerifyML, the first secure
inference framework to check the fairness degree of a
given ML model. We designed a series of optimization
methods to reduce the overhead of the offline stage. We
also presented optimized GC to substantially speed up
operations in the non-linear layers. In the future, we will
focus on designing more efficient optimization strategies
to further reduce the computation overhead of VerifyML,
to make secure ML inference more suitable for a wider
range of practical applications.
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